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NIKKI HALEY’S LOSS 
  

 

 
 

 

NIKKI HALEY—A United States Republican Presidential candidate for her party—finally 

suspended her election bid on 6 March 2024. Her campaign lagged heavily behind Donald 

Trump but she refused to halt her campaign until 6 March. Haley’s political demise was too 

overwhelming for her to continue her election bid. Are there numerological reasons for her loss? 

Silly question for a numerologist, right? Let’s see what Haley’s numbers say about her run for 

the Republication Presidential nomination. 

 

First, let’s check out her Basic Matrix. It’s quite interesting. 
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BASIC MATRIX 

NIMARATA NIKKI  RANDHAWA 

(Wikipedia) 

20 January 1972 

 

 
 

Haley’s 22-4 Lifepath is powerful. As we know, the 22-4 is associated with money, power, 

structure, work, service, construction, development, etc. Haley served as Governor of South 

Carolina from 2011 through 2017. She also served as the United States Ambassador to the 

United Nations from January 2017 through December 2018. Her success in these roles was 

directly related to her 22-4 Lifepath. 

 

Haley’s full name (her Expression) is a 3 but note that her 3 is voided. This is key because the 3 

represents language, lexicon, communication, speaking, words, vanity, beauty, fun, art of all 

kinds, children, sexuality, pleasure. Because her 3 is voided, there will be issues in her life, 

potentially, with honest communication. As her history has shown, Haley will say one thing and 

then do another—whatever it takes to get her way—which is common with many people in 

power. She once said she would never run for office against Donald Trump and, yet, she did run 

against him, breaking her solemn promise. This lack of truthfulness and disloyalty is one of the 

most powerful aspects of her failing presidential bid.  

 

Joe Biden also has a 3 void. How many times has he not told the truth? Too many to know. 

 

When Haley’s 4 Lifepath merges with her 12-3v Expression, the Performance/Experience 

becomes a 16-7. This is also key because both her 6 and 7 are voided, creating the 16v-7v PE. 

This is not good. It spells trouble. As we know, the PE represents the roll her destiny will give on 

the great life stage. Her 22-4 Lifepath is the script of her life; her 3v Expression is her as actress, 

and her 16v-7v PE is her performance on the life stage. 

 

The 16v-7v pattern is troublesome. It is one of the most challenging numeric forms of all. The 

16-7 is problematic but the 16v-7v is extremely precarious. The 6v focuses on love, sex, home, 

community, responsibility. When voided, the 6v will definitely have issues with love to some 

degree—social, familial, professional. The 7v is often associated with a lack of discretion, 

judgement, wisdom and introspection. Haley was surely a victim of both the 6v and 7v energies. 

Had these voids been absent, her life would be more positive. 

 

Nikki Haley’s Soul is a double 33v-6v. Ouch! Communication issues for sure, as well as family 

matters, vanity and being ostentatious. Furthermore, look at her 6v Nature! More compounding 

of love issues both privately and publicly. 

 

The 55-1 Material Soul (M/S) and 55-1 Material Nature (M/N) make Haley a rebel and a leader. 

The 55 is an unconventional energy of change, movement, rebellion and freedom. The #1 and its 

energy of leadership, ego and self reveal a very mercurial energy (55) that is potentially self-

serving and self-centered (1). Hence, her strong and changeable persona. Haley’s problem is 
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further complicated by her 3v, 6v, and 7v. Her strong 1 ego of self and 7v PE with its lack of 

discretion and deep thought were at the base of her demise. In effect, Haley’s entire Basic Matrix 

reveals a positive structure (22-4); conflicted thought and a lack of discretion (7v); 

communication problems (3v); familial challenges (6v); a desire for rebellious change and power 

(55-1) with her as the center of attention (1). Nikki Haley’s life changes and political misfortunes 

aren’t her only issues. Her Life Matrix adds much to her failed aspirations. 

 

 

NIKKI HALEY— LIFE MATRIX 

 
Crown Pinnacle 

3v/(3v)/6v 

    

Grand Pinnacle 

5/(3v)/8 

 

1st Pinnacle 2nd Pinnacle 

3v/(3v)/6v 2/(3v)/5 

 

1st Epoch – Day: 20  2nd Epoch – Month-Jan. 3rd Epoch – Year: 1972 

2/(3v)/5 1/(3v)/4 1/(3v)/4 

 

1st Challenge 2nd Challenge 

1/(3v)/4 9/(3v)/3v 

 

Grand Challenge 

1/(3v)/4 

 

Crown Challenge 

1/(3v)/4 

 

 

Wow! Nikki Haley’s Life Matrix is incredibly revealing! 

 

1. Every aspect of her Life Matrix contains a 3v energy serving as the Filter for the IR Sets. This 

tells us that—from life to death— she will be challenged with honest communication, words, 

speaking, beauty, vanity, etc. 

 

2. Haley has “Life Linkage” of the 1/(3v)/4 Influence Reality Set from life to death also. This I/R 

Set focuses on her individuality, leadership, self-centeredness and self-importance (1) moving 

through her 3v Filter to create a life of work, service, structure, stability, building, rules, etc. (4) 

 

3. Nikki Haley’s Crown Pinnacle reveals a 3v/(3v)/6v Influence Reality Set (IR Set). 

Interestingly, her Crown Pinnacle began at age 51 and will be active for the remainder of her life. 

Her bid for the Republican Presidential nomination began at age 52—the year she lost to Trump. 

With this 3v/(3v)/6v IR Set, there is little to no way she could have won the nomination because 

of her dishonest communication and self-importance. Most people become very upset when 

people go back on their word. How can such people ever be trusted? In contrast, Donald Trump 

has never violated his word. He honors it, which is why he’s loved and admired by millions. 
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NIMARATA NIKKI RANDHAWA 

20 January 1972 
(Wikipedia) 

 

Annual Cycle Patterns—ANNUAL FORECAST, 2024 

3v Expression  |   Voids: 3-6-7 

 

ATL - Age Timeline      UTL - Universal Timeline      PTL - Personal Year Timeline 

                            (personal)                             (general)                                       (specific) 

 

 

NIKKI HALEY SUSPENDS HER CAMPAIGN: 6 March 2024 

 

Haley’s  2
nd

 Month Cycle is from February 20
th

 to March 20
th 

—The exact month of her exit. 

Notice the dual IR Sets: 9/(3v)/3v, 1/(3v)/4, and 4/(3v)/16v-7v. Devastating. 

Timelines C-l  Jan U-

1 

C-2   Feb  U-2 
*Exact Month of Haley’s Exit 

C-3   Mar  

U-3 

C-4  Apr  U-

4 

ATL 52-7v 8 8 9/(3v)/3v 

 

9/(3v)/3v 1 1 2 2 

P/E 1 2 2 4 4 5 5 

UTL 2024-8 9 9 1/(3v)4 

 

1/(3v)4 2 2 3v 3v 

PE 2 3v 3

v 

5 5 6v 6v 

PTL 2 3v 3

v 

4/(3v)16v-7v 4/(3v)16v-7v 5 5 6v 6v 

P/E 5 6v 6

v 

8 8 9 9 

 

Timelines C-5  May  U-5 C-6 June  U-6 C-7  July  U-7 C-8  Aug  U-8 

ATL 52-7v 3v 3v 4 4 5 5 6v 6v 

P/E 1 6v 6v 16-7 16-7 8 8 9 9 

UTL 2024-8 4 4 5 5 6v 6v 16-7v 16-7v 

PE 2 16-7v 16-7v 8 8 9 9 1 1 

PTL 2 16-7v 16-7v 8 8 9 9 1 1 

P/E 5 1 1 2 2 3v 3v 4 4 

 

Haley’s November manifests the same energy as her February 

Timelines C-9 Sept U-9 C-10 Oct U-1 C-11 Nov  U-2 C-12 Dec U-3 

ATL 52-7v 7v 7v 8 8 9 9 1 1 

P/E 1 1 1 2 2 3v 3v 4 4 

UTL 2024-8 8 8 9 9 1 1 2 2 

PE 2 2 2 3v 3v 4 4 5 5 

PTL 2 2 2 3v 3v 4 4 5 5 

P/E 5 5 5 6v 6v 16v-7v 16-7v 8 8 
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Haley’s double 9/(3v)/3v IR Set focuses on the public domain, power and universality. We’ve 

talked about the 3v. It casts a dark shadow over the 9 energy of humanity. This amount of 3v 

energy creates negative questions regarding Haley’s ability to be honest and forthright, which 

she wasn’t. This cost her dearly and may have a major negative effect on her future in politics. 

 

The 1/(3v)/4 IR Set reveals her ability to work and lead. This is obvious in her role as Governor 

of South Carolina and her service as a United States Ambassador to the United Nations. Again, 

this IR Set would have been more powerful if her 3 and not been voided. 

 

Haley’s dual IR Set of 4/(3v)/16v-7v was not just the straw that broke the camel’s back, it was 

the combined weight of the 3v, 6v and 7v triumvirate. Issues of honesty, communication and 

vanity (3v); sincerity of heart, love, family and community (6v) and a lack of discrimination, 

insight and discretion (7v) provided more weight than her political campaign could tolerate.  

 

Haley’s Life Linkage of self and ego stemming from the 1/(3v)/4 energy pattern was also a major 

factor, especially when combined with the 55-1 IR Set of her Material Soul and Material Nature. 

Haley wanted to be the revolutionary (55) hero (1), but such a reality was not to be, especially 

after her unwise “too-long, too enduring push” to be the Republican Presidential candidate. 
 

Also, how interesting Nikki Haley’s life and fortunes would have been without that 3v, 6v, 7v 

triumvirate? Now it may never be known or realized. 

 

~finis 

 

© Richard Andrew King 
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Richard Andrew King's books are available at 

https://www.richardking.net/books.htm & Amazon.com 

 
 

 
CONTACT 

Richard Andrew King: PO Box 3621, Laguna Hills, CA 92654-3621 

Rich @ RichardKing  |  arichking @ att.net 
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ENDORSEMENTS 

 

Richard Andrew King YOU are the greatest numerologist living today! 

~ Michelle Buchanan, Numerologist & Author, New Zealand ~ 

 

 

Richard Andrew King should be called Dr. King. His books are timeless and 

of the magnitude that will be read with reverence for generations to come. 

     ~ Dr. Victoria Ford, J.D. ~ 

 

After learning from King's teaching, it is impossible to conceive of going back 

to that 'twilight naive and foggy' state of being where one can only guess or 

hint at the truths, motivations and directions of one's life that are Pre-King. 

    ~ Hunter Stowers, B.A. & M.A.- Art, Entertainer and Metaphysician ~ 

 

 

The King’s Book of Numerologytm series is all you need if you wish 

to become a Master numerologist or if you simply want to learn to  

calculate your own numbers the correct way. 

~ Erika T., MSc & BSc Linguistics & Psychology ~ 

 

The King's Book of Numerologytm series contains new information that informs and predicts 

more completely and accurately than any previously published numerological work. I personally 

feel Richard Andrew King is bringing back the empowered sciences of long ago, information 

long since lost upon this plane. 

~ George Shaver, Metaphysician & Psychic ~ 

 

 

Richard, I just finished reading your first two books: "The King's Book of Numerology, Volumes 

1 and 2."  Your overall approach makes more sense to me than any other author on the subject. 

Your approach is comprehensive and layered, seemingly leaving no numerical-stone unturned. 

~ M. Rockwell Engineer and Business Owner ~ 

 

Richard Andrew King's unique approach to numerology moves this ancient science into the 21st 

Century. His dazzling interpretations of the numbers gives one instant knowledge of who they 

are, why they are here, where they are now and  where they are going in the future. 

~ Diane Freburg, Program Director, The Learning Light Foundation ~ 

 

 

I am presently rereading your book. Know it's that good! It is honestly the  

most accurate of all sources I have found to further my understanding  

of numbers. Too, you are such an amazing writer. 

~ S. L.NY, NY ~ 


